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Today Bangladesh Sunday Bhadro 14 1429 BS India Sunday Bhadro 11 1429 BS 30 Muharram 1444 AH 28 August 2022 AD This article contains Bengali text. Without proper rendering support, you may see question marks, boxes, or other symbols. The Bengali Calendar or Bangla Calendar (Bengali:
, lit. 'Baṅgābda'), colloquially (Bengali:
, romanized: Baṅgla Śon), is a solar calendar[1] used in the Bengal region of the Indian subcontinent. A revised version of the calendar is the national and oﬀicial calendar in Bangladesh and an earlier version of the calendar is followed in the Indian states of West Bengal, Tripura and Assam. The New Year in the Bengali calendar is known as
Pohela Boishakh. The Bengali era is called Bengali Sambat (BS)[2] or the Bengali year (
Bangla Sôn,
Bangla sal, or Bangabda)[3] has a zero year that starts in 593/594 CE. It is 594 less than the AD or CE year in the Gregorian calendar if it is before Pôhela Bôishakh, or 593 less if after Pôhela Bôishakh. The revised version of the
Bengali calendar was officially adopted in Bangladesh in 1987.[4][5] Among the Bengali community in India, the traditional Indian Hindu calendar continues to be in use, and it sets the Hindu festivals.[1] Part of a series onBengalis Bengali history Vanga Kingdom Gangaridai Gauda Kingdom Pala Empire Bengal Sultanate Bengal Subah Bengal
Presidency Partition of Bengal (1905) Eastern Bengal and Assam Partition of Bengal (1947) East Bengal East Pakistan Names of Bengal Bengali homeland Bengal Bangladesh West Bengal Tripura Barak Valley Assam Bengali people Social group: Bangal Ghotis Diaspora Religious community: Muslims Hindus Buddhists Christians Bengali name
Subgroups: Dhakaiyas Sylhetis Bengali culture Language Dialects Alphabet Romanisation Literature Poetry Science fiction Novels Folklore Art Music Cinema Bangladesh West Bengal Theatre Weddings Bengali Muslim wedding Bengali Hindu wedding Cuisine Architecture Bengal Temple Calendar Festivals New Year Spring Monsoon Harvest Bengali
symbols Bangamata Joy Bangla Bengal tiger Bengal cat Bungalow Bengal fire Bengali Renaissance Amar Sonar Bangla National symbols of Bangladesh Fish and rice Ilish Chingri malai curry Rasgulla Chomchom Jamdani Ganges Suvarnabhumi Bay of Bengal Politics United Bengal Bengali nationalism Bangabhumi Greater Bangladesh vte History
Buddhist/Hindu influence Further information: Hindu calendar Some historians attribute the Bengali calendar to the 7th century Bengali king Shashanka, whose reign covered the Bengali era of 594 CE.[4][6][3] The term Bangabda (Bangla year) is found too in two Shiva temples many centuries older than Akbar era, suggesting that a Bengali calendar
existed long before Akbar's time.[3] Hindus developed a calendar system in ancient times.[7] Jyotisha, one of the six ancient Vedangas,[8][9] was the Vedic era field of tracking and predicting the movements of astronomical bodies in order to keep time.[8][9][10] The ancient Indian culture developed a sophisticated time keeping methodology and
calendars for Vedic rituals.[7] The Hindu Vikrami calendar is named after king Vikramaditya and starts in 57 BC.[11] In rural Bengali communities of India, the Bengali calendar is credited to "Bikromaditto", like many other parts of India and Nepal. However, unlike these regions where it starts in 57 BC, the Bengali calendar starts from 593
suggesting that the starting reference year was adjusted at some point.[12][13] Various dynasties whose territories extended into Bengal, prior to the 13th-century, used the Vikrami calendar. For example, Buddhist texts and inscriptions created in the Pala Empire era mention "Vikrama" and the months such as Ashvin, a system found in Sanskrit texts
elsewhere in ancient and medieval Indian subcontinent.[14][15] Hindu scholars attempted to keep time by observing and calculating the cycles of sun (Surya), moon and the planets. These calculations about the sun appears in various Sanskrit astronomical texts in Sanskrit, such as the 5th century Aryabhatiya by Aryabhata, the 6th century Romaka
by Latadeva and Panca Siddhantika by Varahamihira, the 7th century Khandakhadyaka by Brahmagupta and the 8th century Sisyadhivrddida by Lalla.[16] These texts present Surya and various planets and estimate the characteristics of the respective planetary motion.[16] Other texts such as Surya Siddhanta dated to have been complete sometime
between the 5th century and 10th century.[16] The current Bengali calendar in use by Bengali people in the Indian states such as West Bengal, Tripura, Assam and Jharkhand is based on the Sanskrit text Surya Siddhanta. It retains the historic Sanskrit names of the months, with the first month as Baishakh.[4] Their calendar remains tied to the Hindu
calendar system and is used to set the various Bengali Hindu festivals.[4] Influence of Islamic Calendar Another theory is that the calendar was first developed by Alauddin Husain Shah (reign 1494–1519), a Hussain Shahi sultan of Bengal by combining the lunar Islamic calendar (Hijri) with the solar calendar, prevalent in Bengal.[3] Yet another
theory states that the Sasanka calendar was adopted by Alauddin Husain Shah when he witnessed the difficulty with collecting land revenue by the Hijri calendar.[3] During the Mughal rule, land taxes were collected from Bengali people according to the Islamic Hijri calendar. This calendar was a lunar calendar, and its new year did not coincide with
the solar agricultural cycles. According to some sources, the current Bengali calendar owes its origin in Bengal to the rule of Mughal Emperor Akbar who adopted it to time the tax year to the harvest. The Bangla year was therewith called Bangabda. Akbar asked the royal astronomer Fathullah Shirazi to create a new calendar by combining the lunar
Islamic calendar and solar Hindu calendar already in use, and this was known as Fasholi shan (harvest calendar). According to some historians, this started the Bengali calendar.[4][17] According to Shamsuzzaman Khan, it could be Nawab Murshid Quli Khan, a Mughal governor, who first used the tradition of Punyaho as "a day for ceremonial land
tax collection", and used Akbar's fiscal policy to start the Bangla calendar.[6][18] It is unclear whether it was adopted by Hussain Shah or Akbar. The tradition to use the Bengali calendar may have been started by Hussain Shah before Akbar.[3] According to Amartya Sen, Akbar's official calendar "Tarikh-ilahi" with the zero year of 1556 was a blend of
pre-existing Hindu and Islamic calendars. It was not used much in India outside of Akbar's Mughal court, and after his death the calendar he launched was abandoned. However, adds Sen, there are traces of the "Tarikh-ilahi" that survive in the Bengali calendar.[19] Regardless of who adopted the Bengali calendar and the new year, states Sen, it
helped collect land taxes after the spring harvest based on traditional Bengali calendar, because the Islamic Hijri calendar created administrative difficulties in setting the collection date.[3] Shamsuzzaman states, "it is called Bangla san or saal, which are Arabic and Parsee words respectively, suggests that it was introduced by a Muslim king or
sultan."[6] In contrast, according to Sen, its traditional name is Bangabda.[3][20] In the era of the Akbar, the calendar was called as Tarikh-e-Elahi (
). In the "Tarikh-e-Elahi" version of the calendar, each day of the month had a separate name, and the months had diﬀerent names from what they have now. According to Banglapedia,
Akbar's grandson Shah Jahan reformed the calendar to use a seven-day week that begins on Sunday, and the names of the months were changed at an unknown time to match the month names of the existing Saka calendar.[5] This calendar is the foundation of the calendar that has been in use by the people of Bangladesh.[1][5][3] Bengali calendar
The Bengali calendar is a solar calendar.[1][5] Months Month name(Bengali) Romanization Days(Bangladesh, 1966/1987–2018) Days(Bangladesh, 2019–) Days(India) (Exact Period in Days)[citation needed] Traditional Seasonin Bengal Month name(Gregorian calendar) Month name(Hindu Vikrami solar)
Bôishakh 31 31 30/31 (30.950)
(Grishshô)Summer April–May Mesha
Jyôishţhô 31 31 31/32 (31.429) May–June Vrshaba
Ashaŗh 31 31 31/32 (31.638)
(Bôrsha)Wet season/Monsoon June–July Mithuna
Shrabôn 31 31 31/32 (31.463) July–August Karkataka
Bhadrô 31 31 31/32 (31.012)
(Shôrôd)Autumn August–September Simha
Ashshin 30
31 30/31 (30.428) September–October Kanya
Kartik 30 30 29/30 (29.879)
(Hemonto)Dry season October–November Tula
Ôgrôhayôn 30 30 29/30[21][22] (29.475) November–December Vrschika
Poush 30 30 29/30 (29.310)
(Sheet)Winter December–January Dhanu
Magh 30 30 29/30 (29.457) January–February
Makara
Falgun 30 / 31 (leap year) 29 / 30 (leap year) 29/30 (29.841)
(Bôsôntô)Spring February–March Kumbha
Chôitrô 30 30 30/31 (30.377) March–April Meena 2018 Revision This section needs additional citations for veriﬁcation. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. (May 2022) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) In Bangladesh, the government planned to modify the old Bengali calendar again after 2018.[23] The new changes to match national days with West. As a result of the modification (see table), Kartik will start on Thursday (17-10-2019) and the season of
Hemanta is delayed by a day as the revised calendar went into effect from Wednesday (16-10-2019).[24] The year 1426 is under way in line with the Bengali calendar. The Language Martyrs' Day of 21 February, Independence Day of 26 March and Victory Day of 16 December will fall on Falgun 8, Chaitra 12, and Poush 1, respectively of the Bengali
calendar for next 100 years now as they did in the Gregorian calendar years 1952 and 1971, according to new rules. In the old Bengali calendar, 21 February fell on Falgun 9 earlier this year. After the change 16 December will fall on Poush 1, not on the second day of the month. Bengali New Year will also fall on 14 April, Rabindra Joyanti of Baishakh
25 on 8 May and Nazrul Joyanti of Jaishthha 11 on 25 May. The Bengali calendar had been revised twice earlier (see below). Astrophysicist Dr Meghnad Saha led the first revision in the 1950s (Indian national calendar) and Dr Muhammad Shahidullah in 1963..... Days The Bengali Calendar incorporates the seven-day week as used by many other
calendars. The names of the days of the week in the Bengali Calendar are based on the Navagraha (Bengali:
nôbôgrôhô). The day begins and ends at sunrise in the Bengali calendar, unlike in the Gregorian calendar, where the day starts at midnight. According to some scholars, in the calendar originally introduced by Akbar in the year 1584
AD, each day of the month had a diﬀerent name, but this was cumbersome, and his grandson Shah Jahan changed this to a 7-day week as in the Gregorian calendar, with the week also starting on a Sunday.[5] Day name (Bengali) Romanization Divine ﬁgure/celestial body Day name (English) Day name (Sylheti) Day name (Rohingya)
Rôbibar
Robi/Sun Sunday Roibbár Rooibar
Sombar Som/Moon Monday Shombár Cómbar
Mônggôlbar Mongol/Mars Tuesday Mongolbár Mongolbar
Budhbar Budh/Mercury Wednesday Budbár Buidbar
Brihôspôtibar Brihospoti/Jupiter Thursday Bishudbár Bicíbbar
Shukrôbar Shukro/Venus Friday Shukkurbár
Cúkkurbar
Shônibar Shoni/Saturn Saturday Shonibár Cónibar Traditional and revised versions Two versions of the Bengali calendar. Top: the "Traditional version" followed in West Bengal; Below: the "Revised version" followed in Bangladesh. Differences The current Bengali calendar in use in the Indian states is based on the Sanskrit text
Surya Siddhanta. It retains the historic Sanskrit names of the months, with the first month as Baishakh.[4] Their calendar remains tied to the Hindu calendar system and is used to set the various Bengali Hindu festivals.[4] In Bangladesh, however, the old Bengali calendar was modified in 1966 by a committee headed by Muhammad Shahidullah,
making the first five months 31 days long, the rest 30 days each, with the month of Falgun adjusted to 31 days in every leap year.[4] This was officially adopted by Bangladesh in 1987.[4][5] See also Hindu calendar Islamic calendar Malla calendar References ^ a b c d Kunal Chakrabarti; Shubhra Chakrabarti (2013). "Calendar". Historical Dictionary
of the Bengalis. Scarecrow Press. pp. 114–5. ISBN 978-0-8108-8024-5. ^ Ratan Kumar Das (1996). IASLIC Bulletin. Indian Association of Special Libraries & Information Centres. p. 76. ^ a b c d e f g h i Nitish K. Sengupta (2011). Land of Two Rivers: A History of Bengal from the Mahabharata to Mujib. Penguin Books India. pp. 96–98. ISBN 978-0-14341678-4. ^ a b c d e f g h i Kunal Chakrabarti; Shubhra Chakrabarti (2013). Historical Dictionary of the Bengalis. Scarecrow. pp. 114–115. ISBN 978-0-8108-8024-5. ^ a b c d e f Syed Ashraf Ali (2012). "Bangabda". In Sirajul Islam; Ahmed A. Jamal (eds.). Banglapedia: National Encyclopedia of Bangladesh (2nd ed.). Asiatic Society of Bangladesh. ^ a
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Bangla Calendar Retrieved from " 08, 2022 · TV9 Bangla. TV9 Bangla. Watch. Share. ZEE News Kannada. ZEE News Kannada. Watch. Share. ABP Sanjha. ABP Sanjha. Watch. Share. ... Nogor Baul Kotha. Bengali 2h 16m Romance. Watch. Share. Chocolate. Bengali 1h 35m Comedy Drama. Watch. Share. Mukti. Watch. Share. ... Nipa's songs and
Ratul's poems create the perfect ambience in the gossip session ... Ekhon Onek Raat– This song is Sung by Anupam Roy– from Hemlock Society starring Parambrata and Koel. This song has been composed by Anupam Roy., Music and Lyrics: By-Anupam Roy, This movie Direction: Script and Screenplay: Srijit Mukherji. and Producer: Shree Venkatesh
Films. SONG DETAILS- SONG- Ekhon Onek Raat SINGER- Anupam Roy LYRICS- … Philip Larkin. Philip Arthur Larkin (9 August 1922 – 2 December 1985) was an English poet and novelist. His first book of poetry, The North Ship, was published in 1945, followed by two novels, Jill (1946) and A Girl in Winter (1947), but he came to prominence in 1955
with the publication of his second collection of poems, The Less Deceived, followed by The Whitsun Weddings (1964) …
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